
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of financial
planner. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for financial planner

Be able to interpret various planning documents, including tax returns,
account statements, Social Security benefit estimates, pension statements,
annuity contracts, , life insurance policy documents
Provide training on financial planning software for FAs and Client Specialists
(CSs) who wish to create plans on their own
Create spreadsheets to address specific issues as requested by FAs
Help create and deliver written articles and presentations to clients other
professionals on a variety of financial planning topics
Have an understanding of the products and services offered within a
brokerage environment, and be able to work with representatives of those
departments
Assist in preparation of financial plans for clients
Manage pre-client meeting activities
Manage post-client meeting tasks in a timely manner
Evaluate clients current investments, assist in development of
recommendations and presentation to clients
Demonstrate a high level of quality service to clients and responding
promptly to their needs

Qualifications for financial planner

Series 6/7 & Series 63/65 or S66 (or ability to obtain in 6 months) or
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Ability to work effectively with a diverse group of individuals to accurately
explain student aid programs and explore innovative opportunities to
support student success and achievement
Ability to understand and interpret policy and procedure to accurately apply
the understanding in daily contact with students and colleagues while
remaining focused on student success and achievement
Ability to prepare and analyze reports and statistical data in a timely manner
and communicate outcomes
O3-5 years of work experience with HNW clients - investable assets =
$750,000 & complex financial planning needs
OUniversity degree


